Layouting items in a 2D-constrained container for maximizing item value and minimizing wasted space is a 2D Cutting and Packing problem. We consider this task in the context of layouting news articles on fixed-size pages in a system for delivering personalized newspapers. We propose a grid-based page structure where articles can be laid out in different variants for increased flexibility. In addition, we have developped a fitness function integrating aestethic and relevance criteria for computing the value of a solution. We compare exhaustive, greedy and simulated annealing methods for generating personalized and aesthetically pleasing layouts of newspaper pages. Our results show that for the complex fitness function advanced C&P algorithms obtain nearlyoptimal values while the basic algorithms underperform.
Introduction
Automatic layouting is the task of selecting elements from a given set and placing them on a two-dimensional plane such that the resulting layout optimally fills the available area, e.g. minimizes wasted space. This general class of problems is known as "Cutting and Packing" (C&P) [9] , which is an NP-hard problem [3] . The task is therefore to constrain the search space and still find nearly-optimal layouts. If elements have a value this is known as an output maximization problem, where the algorithm does not necessarily need to minimize wasted space, but maximize the overall value of the packed items. Solutions to this problem include variants of greedy search and Genetic Algorithms [7] , a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) [1] and tabu search [2] . Many algorithms focus on ranking elements which are then laid out according to a placement strategy, e.g. proceeding from the top-left corner to the lower right, greedily filling the next available space [?] .
Laying out articles on a newspaper page is a special type of C&P. To produce a visually pleasing layout which conforms as much as possible to a typical newspaper page layout, aesthetic criteria, such as page whitespace and article whitespace, must be considered as contributing to the value of the solution [5] . Gonzáles et al. [4] employ a greedy Simulated Annealing algorithm for creating a column-based layout for on-line articles. However, their approach only minimizes inter-article whitespace without restricting the page height, thus rendering it unusable for fixed page sizes. Jacobs et al. [6] use a dynamic programming approach based on pre-defined page templates. The drawback of this approach is the need for manually specifying the templates. Goldenberg employs a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to layout variable-sized documents with the goal of minimizing the required area and hence the amount of whitespace [3] . He considers the aspect ratio of the resulting area as a aesthetic constraint and reports that items tend to be laid out in rows and columns if their respective heights or widths are similar. The approach cannot discard any elements and therefore cannot be applied to fixed page sizes.
Our Contribution
In our scenario, we restrict the available area and subdivide it into "columns" and "rows", much as for a typical newspaper page. We allow an article to be laid out in different forms, e.g. spanning a single or multiple columns, or including an optional media element, to increase the flexibility of the page's layout. We extend the basic greedy "topleft" placement strategy by allowing it to skip areas which are not beneficial, thus avoiding to discard valuable elements that do not fit the next area.
In addition, our method computes an element's value as a combination of its inherent value, i.e. its relevance for a user, and its contribution towards an aesthetic overall page layout. We propose two fitness functions for computing an element's value compare the resulting layouts. For the evaluation of our approach we use a set of algorithms that have been shown to result in nearly-optimal values for typical packing tasks: different greedy algorithms and a simulated annealing approach, and as a baseline an exhaustive search method [7, 4, 8] .
Laying Out Newspaper Pages
In our scenario, a page is subdivided into a fixed-size 4-by-16 grid, where each cell corresponds to 6 lines of text (cf. Figure 1 (a) ). An article may be laid out in several variants depending on article properties such as text length and/or the availability of media elements. Each article is transformed into a set of candidate items for the layouting process, discarding variants which do not fulfill basic aesthetic constraints, e.g. aspect ratio or headline/text ratio. There are at most 8 items per article, corresponding to an article laid out across 1, 2, 3 or 4 columns, combined with using a media element or not. The layout algorithm is responsible for ensuring that at most one item of the set is used.
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Fig. 1. Layout grid and article coverage

Placement strategy
Items are placed on the page in a left-to-right and top-to-bottom fashion. If an unoccupied space is detected the extent of the rectangular empty area is computed and returned as the area where the next item can be placed (cf. Figure 1 (b), box 1). We extended this greedy approach by allowing to skip areas of the page that no item fits, giving new spaces (cf. Figure 1 (b) , box 2 and 3).
Computing the page score
We have developed two fitness functions for computing the value of an item. Our baseline simply measures the page coverage of an item, i.e. the ratio of its area to the page area. To address personalization and aesthetic issues, our second fitness function considers the user relevance (r i and the amount of whitespace within an item (c i , cf. 1 (c)) as additional factors. The value of an article is computed as the sum of its user relevance, the item coverage and its fractional contribution to the page coverage:
where i is the item to score, w i and h I are the width and height of a an item, W and H are the width and height of the entire page, and B is the set of items already placed on the page. The total page score is then computed as the sum over all item values.
Experiments
Experimental Setup
To evaluate our approach, we prepared 5 different test data sets from article collections containing 30 articles. For each data set we used the first 10, 20 or all articles, resulting in item sets containing between 31 and 129 items. Most sets do include at least one full-page article, and a number of item combinations that can be laid out to completely fill the page. For computing the optimal solution value we use an exhaustive search. Like Julstrom [7] we present two slightly different realizations of greedy search, namely an absolute (AG) and a relative greedy (RG) variant, as well as a third variant (EG) based on Sahni's -approximate algorithm [8] for k = 1. The density of an item is the ratio of its value and its area. If the density of two items is identical, they are sorted in order of decreasing area.
A state for the Simulated Annealing algorithm is represented by a list of items: I = (i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , ..., i n ), where n is the number of candidate items. A neighbor state is created by randomly swapping some pairs of items. The score of a state is computed by applying a greedy scan in which a page is filled with the items in the order they appear in the list. We used 50-fold cross-validation and optimized the parameters one at a time, resulting in maximal page scores for T max = 1000 * |I| and swap = 50%.
Results
We evaluate each algorithm in combination with each fitness function, repeating this procedure for each data set and data set size, giving a total of 30 evaluation runs for each algorithm. For the greedy algorithms, we compute the best solution for each run. The SA algorithm was run 50 independent times for each evaluation run to compute mean and standard deviation of its solutions, as well as the average error rate of the mean solution. When using the first fitness function, all algorithms Fig. 2 . Generated layout examples consistently find optimal solutions, with only a few exceptions. This is to be expected, as the fitness function simply minimizes page whitespace. We therefore do not show these results. The picture is somewhat different for the second fitness function. Here we find that the basic greedy heuristics consistently underperform (cf. Table 1 ). Since the value of an item is spread across its area, the greedy heuristics have a strong tendency to prefer smaller articles. In other words, the algorithms select many relevant articles, which leads to rather unpleasing, fragmented layouts, as shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b). For some data sets the solution deteriorates with an increasing number of input items. This can be explained by the way the placement strategy works -the larger data set included an item with a higher density than the smaller set, which was then placed first, and led to a solution whose sequence and size of rectangles computed for placing the next item was inferior to the previous layouting sequence. This emphasizes the importance of the placement strategy.
The EG heuristic consistently outperforms the AG and RG algorithms, since it can place items other than the most dense first. The SA algorithm easily outperforms all other algorithms, almost always finding the optimal solution values (cf. Table 1 ), but has a higher runtime complexity. The pages (c) and (d) in Figure 2 illustrate two sample pages generated using f 1 and f 2 . Page (c) has been found using f 2 and corresponds to a page with a quality close to the optimum. Page (d) has been found using f 1 . In both cases larger articles have been put on the page which results in pages looking aesthetically more pleasing. 
Conclusion
We have shown that our approach of combining a grid-based structural template with a top-left placement strategy produces high-quality layouts from heterogeneous input data. Our evaluation shows that, when integrating aestethic criteria and personalization into the fitness function, more attention must be paid to the layouting algorithm and placement strategy. Further investigation into the choice of the fitness function and its weight parameters is an interesting challenge for future research, e.g. for unique branding and advanced personalization of the newspaper page layouts.
